Wear and tear is the outcome of degradation most frequently reported in assessments of archival and library collections. It is also problematic to study in controlled experiments, due to the difficulty in reproducing the conditions in which original objects are kept and used in archives and libraries. Hence, data collected from actual collections, for instance during surveys, could provide the evidence on how wear and tear occurs. However, to be useful, such data need to be purposely collected and analysed: unlike the usual collection surveys, the aim is not to quantify the prevalence of a certain damage type but to provide evidence on how such damage occurs. In this paper we explore whether two approaches used in other disciplines could be useful: reliability engineering, the method that deals with failure in complex systems, and epidemiology, which explores diseases in defined populations. We show that based on reliability engineering we can decide which data related to the causes of mechanical failure should be collected during collection surveys, while using epidemiology we can develop the study design and the data analysis needed to study the relationship between mechanical failure, and the factors that might affect the degree of failure. The results of epidemiological studies in heritage collections could provide quantitative evidence of patterns of decay in collections, and corroborate the qualitative analysis provided by reliability. The results can directly support collection management decisions or can be used in mathematical models in which the effect of preservation measures is explored.
Introduction
During condition assessments in archives and libraries, mechanical degradation, understood as wear and tear, has repeatedly been identified as one of the most frequent types of damage [1, 2] , associated with one of the highest risks for physical collections [3] . Within collections, mechanical degradation occurs almost unnoticed, starting with small tears along the edges, until parts become clearly missing. Since the rate of this process can be low, it is difficult to quantify. This was demonstrated in the risk assessment conducted at the National Archive (UK). It was concluded that " [a] lthough the resulting loss of value and information to each document might be minute, the overall damage to the collection is considerable" [4] .
Related to chemical degradation, a large body of research has led to the identification of the factors affecting the paper stability [5] . Endogenous factors (pH, lignin, metal ions etc.) and exogenous factors (heat, humidity, light etc.) have been distinguished. Remarkably, a comparable scheme of the factors involved in mechanical degradation has not been developed yet.
Surveys are an assessment tool used to extract information from the collections, usually regarding their preservation needs. During collection surveys, one option is to grade individual items according to the observed damage, such as tears or broken parts of bindings [6] . In such surveys the condition of an item is defined by the observed extent of damage. In other surveys, grading is based on the judgement whether handling would result in further damage [2] . Such surveys can therefore have a predictive character which is typical for risk assessments [7, 8] . In contrast to surveys, the focus of risk assessments is not damage that has already occurred (assessed in surveys) but the potential for damage due to identified hazards [9] .
The surveyor is charged with the complex task of grading a condition or a risk. In some surveys, this is based on additional experimental evidence, e.g. using the manual paper fold test [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] or chemical analyses (paper fibre identification, pH, alum or lignin content). The surveyor thus estimates how the measured properties will affect the occurrence of (mechanical) degradation in the future. However, quantitative evidence to support these estimations has not been provided yet.
Besides the material's chemical properties, surveys can also collect environmental information [15] [16] [17] . Inappropriate storage conditions (from boxes to environmental control) are seen as a risk and the surveyor need to assess how the storage conditions will affect mechanical degradation. Surveys can also be extended to descriptive information about items [6, [18] [19] [20] [21] . This can include metadata (such as date and country of publication) and physical description of the objects, sometimes extensive: types of binding, cover materials, size etc. Information on whether the objects are in circulation can also be included.
Thus, surveys amass a large amount of data for different purposes and, consequently, they can be extremely timeconsuming. Remarkably, with a couple of exceptions [22, 23] , which will be discussed later in this paper, the data is then mostly used to report the proportion of the collections showing signs of (mechanical) degradation at the point when the survey took place. For example, according to a survey conducted in 2013, 53% of the collections in UK libraries and archives showed evidence of mechanical degradation [24] . Other examples report the prevalence of certain groups of objects to degradation. The Yale survey reported that limp bindings were more fragile than those with rigid covers [18] . And in the survey conducted at the Georgia State University's Pullen Library they observed that smaller, thicker books were in better condition than taller and thinner volumes [25] .
The last two examples suggest that associations between wear and tear and different characteristics of the collections can be drawn from the survey data. But to provide robust evidence, specific experimental designs of the processes of data collection and analysis are needed.
In this paper we introduce some concepts used in reliability and epidemiology to find out how surveys could be modified to extract more quantitative evidence than just the prevalence of types of damage. We are specifically interested in how the mechanical degradation process in archival and library collections could be quantitatively described and studied.
Reliability engineering is a discipline which has developed a quantitative and formal approach to failure [26] . Reliability engineering has been applied in a broad number of areas [27] , but only recently, the reliability engineering concept of the 'bathtub curve' has been introduced to explain the rate of wear and tear for paperbased material [28] . In the first part of this paper we explore the applicability of reliability concepts, such as failure rate and classification of failure causes, to evaluate the relevance of the information collected in surveys, and whether other factors should be included when studying the occurrence and accumulation of mechanical failure in the complex setting of the collections.
In the second part of this paper, we explore how epidemiology, a discipline developed to study diseases in (living) populations, could provide a quantitative approach to the study of mechanical degradation in archive and library collections. Within heritage science, there is a growing interest in collecting data from the collections in order to validate the results obtained by experimental studies [29] . In the context of environmental management, epidemiology has been suggested as a possible approach to provide evidence for the patterns of decay in collections [30, 31] . The report from the Experts Meeting organized by the Getty Conservation Institute [32] is a good introduction on how epidemiology could be applied to investigate the relationship between objects' mechanical damage and their environment. As the focus of interest is the study of climate-induced damage, epidemiological study designs are discussed taking into account two important limitations: the availability of environmental data, and the ethical issues related to the exposure of objects to potentially damaging conditions.
In the case of wear and tear in archival collections, the focus lies on how epidemiological study designs and data analyses can be applied to obtain quantitative data from large populations. We are particularly interested in the information that could be extracted from surveys. The results of these type of studies on archival and library collections could provide quantitative evidence: (i) to inform surveyors on how to evaluate the data collected during surveys and assessments, reducing the potential interpretational bias when surveyors rely solely on their experience; (ii) to directly support collection management decisions; (iii) to develop mathematical models in which the effect of preservation measures is explored.
Qualitative approach to failure

Reliability: analysis of failure
In engineering, the term reliability has been introduced to manage the frequency of failure in complex systems. Archival and library collections can be seen as complex systems due to the numerous interconnected components (use, value, material or design etc.). Reliability can be defined as "the probability that an item will perform a required function, under stated conditions" [33] . In this context, failure is the event of "non-conformance to some defined performance criteria" [33] . Therefore, in the context of archival objects failure is when mechanical degradation occurs because when paper is made it is not meant to tear and a book spine is not meant to break. However, it is important to bear in mind that, in reliability, time is always taken into account as a parameter. Therefore, the reliability of an object is "the probability of survival to time t" [33] .
Reliability distinguishes different failure modes to describe the type of failure [26] . Two major types of failures are identified:'intermittent' and 'extended' failures. Intermittent failures are those which occur only for a short period of time. Looking at wear and tear in archival objects, only extended failures occur as this type of failure continues until some corrective action rectifies them: a tear, understood as a failure, will remain until a conservation treatment takes place. Within extended failures it is possible to distinguish between 'complete' failures, which result in a total loss of function, and 'partial' failures. In the case of an archival object, tears could be considered as 'partial' failure, while a missing piece of paper with text could be considered as 'complete' failure. Failures can also occur suddenly, without any warning signs, or be gradual. Wear and tear is a gradual failure, as a small tear can develop into a large tear and result in a missing piece and loss of text. However, sudden failures are also possible, for example, if a binding is overstressed and breaks.
In reliability, the severity of the failure mode is graded as catastrophic, critical or marginal, terms describing the event of a failure. A study among archival and library users has shown that loss of textual information is seen as critical, whereas other failures regarding the materiality of archival and library objects are graded as marginal [34] . In general, when archival objects are assessed during a survey, the severity of each failure is not individually graded, instead, the survey is used to grade the condition of the object as a whole.
In reliability, according to the IEEE Standard 1413.1-2002 [35] , the causes of a failure are defined as the circumstances during design, manufacture or use which have led to failure (Fig. 1) . Another way to divide the causes of failure is by using factors prior to use (design and manufacture) and factors during use (maintenance and usage) [26] . The causes of a failure can be classified as intrinsic (weaknesses in the item, wear-out) or extrinsic (errors, misuse or mishandling during design and production) [36] .
Failure causes
In the previous section, general concepts of reliability were introduced and it was demonstrated that they can be translated to the studies of failure in collections. In this section, the applicability will be scrutinised. We will examine the factors and observations reported by surveys using the failure cause classification system as provided by reliability.
Factors prior to use
Design In the context of archival and library collections, 'design' can be understood as the physical specifications of an object or, in other words, the material construction of the object: size, type of binding, thickness of paper etc.
The features of an object are closely related to the end-use that the object is meant to fulfil. Bindings are a good example. The purpose of a book will determine the type of binding, resulting for instance in a clear [36] difference between archival and library bindings. Until the 19th century, register books, in contrast to printed books, tended to have a parchment cover rather than a leather one, were oversized and had their own types of binding, such as laced overband or the more modern spring-back binding [37, 38] . Different types of bindings led to different stresses to the materials and the structure on opening [39] . Hence, different types of bindings imply different rates of failure and, if failure occurs, book conservators are well aware that in order to prevent failure after repair, in some cases, the binding design has to be altered.
Economic reasons can also compromise the quality of bindings. In the Yale survey, it was observed that limp bindings were more fragile than rigid covers [18] . In 1906, Cockerell recognized that library bindings have to be cheap due to the large number of books to be bound; however "appearance must be sacrificed to strength and durability, and not, as is too often the case, strength and durability sacrificed to appearance" [40] .
The descriptions of physical characteristics of objects provided by condition surveys could be a rich data source to be further analysed to help us to identify which design features (such as the size of the object and types of binding) contribute to the reliability of archival objects.
Manufacture While design refers to the choices that can be made regarding the shape and construction of the objects, manufacture refers to the production of the materials and composite objects.
The history of the production of paper, leather and parchment shares in common the fact that the developments of production processes were always driven by increased demand. Increasing production and reducing the production time negatively affected the end product quality, which plunged dramatically after 1850 [41, 42] .
In papermaking, although each step (beating, forming, pressing, drying and calendaring) affects the quality of the end product [43] , the choice of raw materials and additives is seen as the major factor affecting paper durability [44] . The importance of the raw materials is illustrated, for instance, by the survey of 19th century paper conducted in Sweden [11] : 63.3% of the paper graded as being in good condition was made of rags and 6.1% of chemical pulp. On the other hand, 46.7% of chemical pulp paper and 13.3% of rag constituted paper was categorised as poor condition (based on the assessed mechanical degradation and manual fold test).
Similarly to experimental studies, surveys can also inform how raw materials affect the mechanical and chemical properties of paper. Several surveys report a steady decrease in paper stability between 1860 and 1890 [11, 18] , whereas other surveys fail to detect any increase in stability until 1960 [14] . The surveys conducted more recently [13, 14] agree that pH was alarmingly low (pH < 5.0) until 1980 when neutral sizing was introduced on a large-scale [20] . New concerns have arisen in the last few decades with the introduction of recycled paper, particularly when used as permanent paper in governmental documents [45, 46] . Parchment manufacture has remained traditional. In general, parchment is considered as a durable product, composed of 95% collagen arranged in an oriented network, with pH between 6 and 8 [47] . The most critical stage is when the parchment is drying under tension. However, in the 19th century, lime baths with chemicals such as calcium oxide, calcium carbonate, and sodium sulphide were introduced to accelerate the unhairing of the skins.; the effect was that too much tissue material was removed, resulting in poorer quality parchment [48] .
For leather, the tanning process determines the quality of the end-product. In the 19th century, the negative effect of sulphuric acid on leather, known as red rot, became apparent. Studies have shown that the sources of acid are sulphur dioxide present as an air pollutant, as well as the tanning process itself. It has been observed that leather tanned with hydrolysable tannins (such as sumac leaves and chestnuts) degraded less than condensed tannins, such as mimosa bark and gambier leaves [49] . In addition, from the 19th century onwards, the search for faster tanning methods resulted in the use of new techniques, negatively affecting the quality of leather. The traditional, natural dyestuffs combined with alum were replaced with synthetic dyes in combination with other mordants, which required an acidic environment obtained by the addition of sulphuric acid. By the 1870s chrome tanning had been fully adopted and is nowadays still the predominant tanning process [49] .
Due to the poorer quality of end-products, manufacturing failures can be anticipated as an important cause of failure for specific groups of objects.
Factors during use
Maintenance With the introduction of risk assessment, the preservation needs of collections also need to be assessed [15] [16] [17] . This includes a list of aspects, from protective folders to environmental control, from integrated pest management to disaster preparedness, and a self-assessment checklist of benchmarks in collection care has been developed [50] . Storage and physical protection practices are particularly well-embedded in preservation policies in archives and libraries. Measures, such as keeping documents unfolded, if possible with objects of similar size, in a folder and/or in a box [51] , address the risk of mechanical degradation due to unsuitable storage. However, it has not been quantified yet how effective these measures are. It has been observed that boxes do not always prevent mechanical degradation. Losses along edges and corners cam occur due to ill-fitting boxes and permanent deformation of paper can be caused by sagging in boxes that are vertically stored [4] .
It is interesting to note that several condition surveys report on folds and tears in chemically stable paper [11, 12] . In such cases, it is possible that such mechanical degradation is evidence of inappropriate storage practices.
Usage Reliability has been defined as the probability of failure, under stated conditions, for a stated period of time [33] . Usage refers not only to mishandling, but also to an intensity of use, more than is reasonable for a certain object. However, what is reasonable for archival objects?
To increase the understanding of the effect of frequency of use on the rate of failure, condition survey results could be plotted against records of use [52] . If condition surveys record whether objects have been in circulation, but not the actual number of times it has been requested in a reading room, such information is not sufficient and conclusions can only partly be drawn for items that have not been requested. An example is the study of paperbacks in an academic library, the Georgia State University's Pullen Library [25] . Because the condition of both circulated and non-circulated books was assessed, the authors were able to conclude that the damage to books which had not circulated was due to poor shelving practices. Interestingly, size was a major factor: taller and thinner volumes suffered more frequent damage than smaller, thicker books. From this example, it follows that the frequency of use could be a key factor in judging the relevance of other failure causes, such as design or storage.
Framework for the analysis of wear and tear
In the previous section, failure causes have been analysed individually, but they do not need to be seen as separate from each other. An analysis method frequently used to hypothesize root causes is the "fishbone diagram". This is a "cause and effect diagram" where the main bone is the effect and the sub-bones are the causes. This diagram helps to "identify, explore, and display the relationship between an effect and all of its potential causes" [53] . Figure 2 shows a fishbone diagram that could be seen as a first approach to a systematic study of mechanical degradation in archival and library collections. In this diagram the classification of failure causes is based on information that can be collected during a survey.
Failure rate
During the lifetime of objects, different failure rates or, in other words, different reliability values can be observed. These differences are illustrated by the "bathtub curve" available in [54] . Three types of failure, with different failure rates, can be distinguished: early failures, useful life and wear-out failures. After a decrease in initial failures, the failure rate reaches a steady-state, called "useful life", followed by a sharp rise at the end of the object's lifetime during the wear-out period. This curve illustrates that, during most of the lifetime of an object, if failures occur, these are random, stochastic, and stress-related. However, during wear-out, failures occur notably more frequently, as the object deteriorates due to extensive hydrolysis, oxidation, fatigue etc.
When archival objects become part of a collection, the early failure stage, immediately after the manufacturing process, has already passed. Consequently, failures occur at a constant, low rate during the useful life of the objects, and the probability of failure increases during the wear-out period.
Let us consider the use of a book to illustrate the difference in failure rates. When a book reaches its wear-out period, because the materials, e.g. the sewing, have deteriorated ("aged") or because the book had been intensively used (fatigue), the probability that the object will break increases notably. But if a book is still in its useful life period, perhaps due to good maintenance and/or low use, then the probability of such failure is considerably smaller. However, it can still occur, e.g. due to a design failure.
Different types of paper represent another useful example. Well-maintained and not misused rag paper will easily remain in the useful life period for the foreseeable future. On the contrary, ground-wood paper will rapidly reach the wear-out period due to faster chemical degradation. Failures will therefore occur and accumulate at a significantly higher rate in ground-wood paper than in rag paper, unless ground-wood paper has been maintained in a manner appropriate for this paper type (for instance, storage in a cool environment or deacidification treatment). In the wear-out period, ground-wood paper quickly accumulates mechanical degradation and its absence can only be explained by the absence of use.
It is also important to bear in mind that even poor quality paper has or has had a (short) useful life. Several surveys [18, 55] show that some younger paper was still flexible and usable despite its low pH, in contrast to similar but older paper, which was already brittle. This younger paper has probably not reached the critical degree of polymerisation (DP) value when the risk of failure upon use increases, and was therefore still in its useful life period. Recently, an experimental study has introduced actual actions of reading in the experimental design [28] . According to this study, the critical DP was found to be 300 and therefore for papers with a DP higher than 800, mechanical degradation occurred at a very low rate, independent of DP.
Quantitative approach to failure
Survival analysis
So far we introduced qualitative analysis provided by reliability to study mechanical degradation in collections. A quantitative approach is still required to develop a better understanding of wear and tear, which might be offered by survival analysis [56] . As defined previously, the reliability of an object is "the probability of survival to time t" [33] , and the analysis proposed by reliability is based on it being known when the event of failure occurred. In the field of conservation there are a few examples where a survival analysis has been applied. These studies follow a group of objects through time, and repeated assessments are carried out to examine whether failure has occurred.
In the study by Keene [57] , 588 excavated iron objects where examined 2, 5 and 8 years after treatment in order to find evidence of which treatment and storage conditions contributed most to stabilization of their condition. Because the objects were surveyed at different points in time the authors were able to build life tables, which calculate the probability that an object will survive a certain period of time after treatment or during storage. In this study, an object is considered to 'survive' if its condition remains stable and to 'fail' if graded as unstable (i.e. the slightest sign of fresh corrosion or lifting of mineral layers).
Whereas life tables investigate the probability of an event (failure) occurring during a certain time interval, the probability of transition between condition states can be calculated using Markov chains. Markov models are used when a deterioration process is random, e.g. in the study of mechanical damage to masonry in aggressive environments [58, 59] .
Markov models have also been applied to quantify the dynamics of degradation of printed materials in libraries [23] . A particularly interesting aspect of this method is that condition survey data is used to build a Markov chain. The condition of paper and bindings of 144 books was graded according to the observed damage, using the Stanford method [10] . In addition, paper folding tests and pH measurements were conducted. The books were assessed at the beginning and at the end of a 15 year period. Based on these data, the transition probabilities between condition states were calculated.
By using Markov chains, the author assumes that failure (understood as transition between pre-defined states) is a stochastic event which occurs randomly. However, as argued in the previous sections, in the case of archive and library collections, we might still be interested in identifying the factors that have an effect on the reliability of certain group of objects, and at which point they reach the wear-out phase, when the probability of failure increases. When the focus is not just to study failure as a function of time, but also as a function of specific factors, then proportional hazard models, also called multivariate life tables, can be applied [56] . In these models a baseline hazard function is calculated, describing the probability that a failure occurs within a certain time interval (risk), and the proportionate increase or reduction in risk, associated with a set of characteristics [60] . Time to failure remains a key element in this type of studies, and therefore the individuals need to be followed during a certain period of time, usually several decades. Although this long study period is not unusual in medical studies, in the heritage field studies that last more than 15 years are very exceptional and only few examples can be found where the study period lasted for several decades. One example is the experimental study conducted in the period 1930-1980 to determine the effects of environmental conditions on the chemical degradation of leather bindings [49] . For this study two duplicate sets of books were bound, stored in two different environments, in the British Library and in the National Library of Wales in Aberystwyth, and assessed during a period of 50 years. The results clearly showed the negative effect of London's acidic pollution, as well the higher quality of leathers produced using hydrolysable tannins.
For paper-based collections, a long study period will also be required as changes in objects are difficult to measure; the accuracy and precision of e.g. pH measurement is not sufficient, and degradation processes (usually) occur at a slow rate.
Epidemiology
This discipline has been described as "the science and practice that describes and explains disease patterns in populations" [61] . In an epidemiological study, individuals are (randomly) selected from a (large) population, not only to describe the occurrence of a disease but also to infer how the characteristics of individuals may have an effect on the event of interest. Epidemiology seeks "to understand whether and how differences in individuals might explain patterns of disease distribution across a population" [62] .
Epidemiological studies are thus conducted on populations. The concept of population used for heritage collections, in particularly archival and library collections, was introduced during the Collections Demography project [63] . Populations are composed of groups of individuals (collections), which will age differently depending on the preservation measures taken.
Most epidemiological studies involve the comparison of groups of individuals sharing certain characteristics [61] . In order to compare groups, a set of variables is selected for assessment during the observational study. Two main types of variables can be distinguished: outcome and exposure variables. The outcome variable is degradation or damage that we are seeking to understand, and exposure variables are the factors that may influence the extent or occurrence of the outcome variable [64] . In the case of archive collections, this approach would analyse the relationship between mechanical failure (the outcome variable), and factors related to the design, manufacture, maintenance or use, that might affect such failure (exposure variables).
Similarly to the survival analysis discussed in the previous section, some epidemiological studies are designed to follow individuals over a certain period of time, also called longitudinal studies. Because it is known when the event of interest happened, this type of study provides information on the rate of degradation (survival rate) and risk ratio.
Experimental studies
Longitudinal studies can be designed as experimental as well as an observational study. In experimental studies, sampling is conducted on a population, but the researcher intervenes, for instance, to choose the individuals and/or to vary some characteristics or exposure of the individuals. An example of an experimental study using a non-randomized trial design, is given by Pastorelli et al. [65] . Over a 2 year period, 18 polymers samples, selected from two historic collections, were exposed to different environmental conditions at 11 sites across Europe and North Africa. Multivariate data analysis, such as principal components analysis (PCA) was conducted to find associations between the outcome variable (colour change) and the exposure variables (different environmental parameters).
However, when dealing with large populations, a more strong epidemiological study design is randomized controlled trials. Individuals are randomly selected from a population and then a group of individuals is exposed to a certain condition. This design is considered one of the most robust studies in epidemiology [66] . In medical studies, randomized controlled trials are usually used to compare the effect of treatments.
Observational studies
In contrast to the experimental study designs, in observational studies "the researcher has no control over what subjects are in what groups and just observes and analyses the existing situation" [61] . Observational studies can be subdivided in three groups: "the cross-sectional study, which takes a snapshot in time, the cohort study, which follows a population through time from cause to effect, and the case-control study, which looks backwards in time from effect to cause" [62] .
Cohort studies Cohort studies are similar to the randomized controlled trials, but as the research only observes the changes experimented by the individuals, these type of studies are a good approach to find associates between outcome and a (broad) set of exposure variables. In pro-spective cohort studies the study starts before individuals have developed any of the outcomes of interest. In the case of existing data, already collected for other uses, a cohort can be "followed-up" retrospectively [67] . Retrospective cohort studies follow the same methodology as a prospective cohort study, which means that the data (outcomes and exposures variables) have been collected over time, and not at a single point in the time, as in case-control studies and cross-sectional studies.
Case-control study In case-control studies, the cases are selected because they have already developed a symptom and then compared with the controls, without such symptoms. Cases and control cases are taken from the same population. The difficulty of this study design lies in finding cases and controls with similar characteristics but differing in their exposure history. However, control-case studies have two major advantages compared to cohort studies: the time frame (case-control studies deal with existing cases and there is no need for decades of followup), and the smaller sample size required [68] .
In the case of archival and library collections, the cases would be those showing mechanical degradation and the controls those which have developed no tears or missing pieces. Differences in exposure variables, for example, frequency of use or type of protection enclosure, could be then explored between controls and cases. In order to select cases and controls that just differ in a limited number of exposures, this type of studies should be conducted only on a (homogenous) collection within the archive or library.
Cross-sectional studies The third type of observational study design used by epidemiology are surveys, a crosssectional study carried out at a single point in time. In this case, multiple exposures and outcomes are assessed simultaneously. Cross-sectional studies, similar to other observational studies in epidemiology, may be purely descriptive. A good example of a descriptive cross-sectional study is a (condition) survey carried out in a heritage collection. It would be designed to report the prevalence of outcomes of interest, as well as the prevalence of an outcome among a certain group of individuals. However, cross-sectional studies can also be analytical. Such studies are used to explore associations between the exposure variables and the event of interest (e.g. outcome variable). Cross-sectional studies can compare disease prevalence between exposure groups, similar to cohort studies, as well as the level of exposure between two groups, as in case-control studies. However, as they cannot estimate the absolute risk, the causality, or the survival rate for a particular event [68] , crosssectional studies provide the lowest level of evidence in the research hierarchy [66] . Cross-sectional studies only explore associations, and generate hypotheses that need to be further explored using other observational or experimental study designs.
To analyse associations between variables in crosssectional studies, exploratory statistical analysis is used. A good example of this type of analysis is given by Sully et al. [22] . 660 archaeological leather artefacts treated by glycerol (propane-l,2,3-triol) impregnation were surveyed. The actual size of the sample was determined by the variability of the collection. The collected data consisted of administrative information, object description and condition of the object, grading friability and flexibility of the materials. Two-sample t-tests were conducted to identify whether the mean difference of the condition score ore the different percentages of glycerol used was statistically significant between two sites. The results showed that the object period and the concentration of glycerol used were the variables that significantly affect the condition of leather in long-term storage.
To explore correlations between more than two variables, multivariate analysis can be conducted, such as PCA and multiple regression. An example of this approach is given by Možir et al. [69] . In their study on parchment degradation, the data collected from a reference collection of historic parchment (100 samples) was analysed statistically using principal component analysis to find correlations between the shrinkage temperature, indicator of parchment degradation (outcome variable), and a number of exposure variables (such as pH, lipid content or age of the documents).
Conclusion
We showed that the qualitative approach provided by reliability can be easily applied to the study of mechanical degradation of heritage objects. General concepts, such as failure, failure modus and failure rate, provide insights into mechanical degradation, if wear and tear is understood as failure. The proposed division of causes of failure, to factors prior to use (design and manufacture) and factors during use (maintenance and usage), emerged as particularly useful to systematically analyse the possible factors involved in mechanical degradation. When the information provided by surveys and experimental studies is put into this framework, then it becomes clear that the effect of manufacture and maintenance have received significantly more attention, whereas design and usage have been understated and are not well understood.
We also reviewed the few quantitative studies that have been conducted using survival analysis or epidemiological approaches to study failure in heritage collections. The most robust studies are those were the sampled individuals are followed during a certain period of time, usually several decades, and past exposure is compared between those who have developed the symptoms of degradation and those who have not. The drawbacks of this type of studies are the long time frames and the large sample sized usually required.
Therefore, a first approach to study wear and tear could be to conduct cross-sectional studies, surveys, which are also a type of design within epidemiological observational studies. These studies are conducted at one single point and are used as hypothesis generator. In these studies, the event of interest (e.g. mechanical degradation) might be the outcome variable and the factors that might have an effect on the outcome (e.g. design, manufacture, maintenance and use), the exposure variables. If data is purposely collected surveys can provide more than just descriptive information (prevalence of certain damage). The results of statistical analysis, e.g. t-test for mean difference between comparison groups and multivariate analysis, such as PCA and multiple regression, could then provide the evidence needed to answer the question how mechanical degradation occurs. In Part II of this study we will look at how these concepts come together in a case study.
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